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Appendix VIII.
Case Study Documents

The following pages contain the case study documents summarizing the
findings of each of the 21 site visits. Each document is based on the report
written by the site visit team. The chairs of the site visit departments have
checked the documents for factual accuracy. The opinions expressed in the
documents are those of the site visit teams.
The pdf version of this report, available through the American Association
of Physics Teachers website (at http://www.aapt.org/Projects/ntfup/
casestudies.cfm) has the case study documents with color pictures
accompanying each document.
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A. CASE STUDY: Angelo State University
The Setting:

Regional comprehensive university of 6,300 students. A majority of students come from the
agricultural area around San Angelo, TX, a city of 100,000 where the university is located.
Enrollment is 25% minority (19% Hispanic, 5% Black, 1% Asian, and 0.3% Native
American).
Department of Physics has eight full-time faculty (including a planetarium director and a
geologist), two part-time faculty, and a departmental secretary. Student help is limited to a
student tutor, a work-study student to help the secretary, and four students per semester to help
with grading in large sections.
What Has Been Done:

1. The department offers three tracks to a bachelor’s of science degree in physics as
well as pre-engineering tracks in conjunction with other Texas universities.
– The three major programs are physics, applied physics and physics with
secondary certification. The department offers 3/2 Physics Engineering programs
through articulation agreements with engineering departments at Texas A&M
University, the University of Texas at El Paso and Lamar University. In addition,
they have a 4/2 program leading to a masters degree in Semiconductor Physics or
Semiconductor Engineering in conjunction with Texas Tech University.
2. The department has made a conscious decision not to pursue a graduate program in
physics but to concentrate its efforts on undergraduate education.
– The department has a unified sense of mission and focuses on high-quality
education in small classes, and recruiting talented students. A particular focus is the
preparation of students for careers in the health sciences.
3. The department cultivates a strong sense of community between students and faculty as
well as within the student and faculty communities.
– The SPS chapter is active and well-mentored. Entering students are encouraged
to seek out upper classmen for mentoring and to join SPS. Students find the faculty
accessible and perceive small classes as a great benefit of being at Angelo State.
Students are advised on career goals and academic programs during pre-enrollment
visits to campus, freshman orientation and as a part of regular advising periods.
Each student is assigned a faculty advisor when he or she enters the university, and
students cannot enroll for courses without permission from their advisors.
4. Student research is an important component of the ASU program and is characterized
by the department as “the current capstone experience for majors.”
– Every physics major is required to complete a three-hour research course prior to
the fall semester of their senior year, and the department typically has three to five
students registered for undergraduate research per semester. More than half the
faculty are engaged in research and the department has received more than
$100,000 in funding to support undergraduate research. The Carr Research
Fellowship, an internal funding source, also supports one to three students each
year, and other students complete the research requirement through summer REU
experiences.
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5. The department has increasingly worked to recruit physics majors both in local high
schools and in service courses.
– The department makes annual recruiting trips to regional secondary schools,
organizes on-campus programs for secondary students, and participates in college
recruiting efforts. The department has several scholarships that are available to
attract talented students.
Indicators of Success:

1. During the past 10 years, the department has graduated an average of eight students
annually.
2. Approximately 1,400 students per semester enroll in physics, physical science,
astronomy or geology giving the department the highest class size average (44
students) in the College of Science.
3. Several physics majors have recently completed medical school at prestigious
institutions.
4. There appears to be a strong high school physics teacher bond and loyalty to Angelo
State in recommending it to students.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1 The department benefited from long-term stability of faculty from 1960–1990 including
both the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the President of the university as parttime faculty. Ten years ago, these faculty set about slowly and steadily hiring
replacements who would be sensitive to the needs of Angelo State’s students.
2. Department chairs have provided strong leadership in recruiting new faculty interested
in teaching and research without fragmenting the strong student faculty cohesion that is
a strength of the department.
3. The department works collegially with an unusually strong sense of shared mission.
This shared mission is helped by the relative isolation of the university.

For More Information Contact:
Andrew Wallace, Head, Department of Physics, Angelo State University,
PO Box 10904, 2601 West Ave. N, San Angelo, TX 76909;
Phone: 915-942-2242; Email: awallace@angelo.edu.
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B. CASE STUDY: University of Arizona
The Setting:

A public, land grant, Research 1 institution with about 25,000 undergraduate students. The
Department of Physics is administratively within the College of Science, which enrolls about
3,000 majors. Other physics-related programs in the College of Science include Astronomy,
Atmospheric Sciences, and Planetary Sciences. The Optical Sciences Center is a world-renowned
facility that independently offers undergraduate and graduate degrees in optics.
The Department of Physics includes 28 professorial faculty (seven assistant professors, one
associate professor, 20 full professors) and two lecturers. The unusual distribution between
assistant and full professors is a result of a number of retirements and an aggressive recruitment
program to bring in new faculty. Major research programs in physics include AMO physics,
astrophysics, biophysics, condensed matter physics, nuclear physics, elementary particle physics,
and physics education. Two staff members have responsibility for the lecture demonstrations and
the instructional laboratories.
Beginning in the 1960s and lasting through the 1980s, the university concentrated on building
its reputation as a Research 1 institution and so focused its efforts on developing its research and
graduate programs. In the 1990s, the Department of Physics, with strong support from the college
and university administrations, undertook an ambitious program to strengthen its undergraduate
program.
What Has Been Done:

1. In addition to its two traditional undergraduate degree programs (the standard physics
B.S. degree and an Engineering Physics degree offered through the College of
Engineering and Mines), the department has developed a B.A. degree and a B.S. in
Science Education. The B.A. is intended for students who are interested in physics but
not for professional careers (pre-law students, for example).
2. A separate option within the B.S. degree allows students to substitute courses in
atmospheric science for certain physics courses and thereby achieve an
interdisciplinary degree. Other such options are under consideration.
3. A diverse array of introductory courses is available, including those that serve
biological science majors (both algebra-trig and calculus-based courses are available),
engineering, and science majors. A separate four-semester course is offered for physics
and astronomy majors.
4. A joint physics degree program for astronomy majors has been developed. This has
increased the total number of physics graduates and has been especially effective in
increasing the number of women physics graduates (because women generally
constitute a higher fraction of astronomy majors than physics majors).
5. The department and the college have embarked on an ambitious program to train
science teachers within the College of Science. Four new faculty positions were
created (one in physics). A common and jointly taught set of teacher education courses
has been developed.
6. There is an active program of reform in the introductory courses. Such techniques as
peer instruction, interactive lecture demonstrations, and inquiry-based laboratories are
being used.
7. The department maintains an exemplary outreach program, which includes enrichment
activities for pre-college students and contacts with alumni such as a professionalSPIN-UP Project Report
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looking departmental magazine and a program that brings alumni back to the
department for talks.
Indicators of Success:

1.

2.

3.
4.

The number of physics degrees awarded has remained fairly steady at about 22 per
year despite the national decline. In addition an average of about six Engineering Physics degrees are awarded each year. About 25% of the degrees are awarded to women.
Even though many first-year students switch to other majors, the decrease is mitigated
by a large number of students who transfer into physics or who enroll as double
majors in the junior or senior year.
The department has been selected as one of the six initial sites to develop the PhysTEC
program, which has been funded by NSF and the U.S. Department of Education.
Students appear to be very satisfied with the department and its programs and faculty.

Keys to Making the Changes:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

The dean of the College of Science is very supportive of the department’s efforts in
undergraduate education and intends to support hiring to bring the department back to
about 40 faculty.
The department head has made a significant commitment to improving the
undergraduate program and has provided strong administrative support for faculty who
are involved with the course improvements.
An active SPS chapter provides a unifying element for students. The department has
provided the SPS with a laboratory room where students can work on their own to
gain experimental skills and learn about the operation of laboratory equipment.
The department makes an effort to be open and accessible to students. The
department head is accessible to students in his office and holds periodic “town hall”
meetings with undergraduates. Students are asked to serve on departmental
committees. The department has instituted a greater level of recognition for students
who excel in their academic work.
A Science Education program has been developed within the College of Science to
prepare K–12 science teachers; this program has stimulated reforms in the
introductory courses.
The department involves many of its students in the research program and as
undergraduate T.A.s.
An Academic Support Office in the Department of Physics helps students with
schedule changes, arranges advising and tutoring, and provides information on
scholarships and summer research opportunities. An employment database provides
information on internships as well as on permanent positions.
Newly hired faculty are enthusiastic about the curriculum reform efforts. There is an
active mentoring program for new faculty. A departmental teaching award recognizes
outstanding accomplishments in teaching.
The department has funded a staff position as Communications Director to support the
outreach programs.
For More Information Contact:
Daniel L. Stein, Head, Physics Department, University
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721; Phone: 520-621-4190;
Email: dls@physics.arizona.edu.
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C. CASE STUDY: Bethel College
The Setting:

Liberal arts college enrolling about 2,500 students founded by Swedish Baptists and retaining a
strong Christian tradition. Enrollments are increasing and admission standards are gradually
rising. The college accepts federal funding for faculty research but does not accept federal
funding for activities solely directed towards instruction.
The department has recently expanded to four tenure track faculty members, has one adjunct
faculty member and no staff although they use undergraduates as T.A.s for tutoring and lab
assistance. Sixty majors enrolled in four physics tracks and a 3/2 program with an average of 12
graduates each year.
About a third of the graduates go to graduate school. Another third participate in the 3/2
engineering program; 8% become high school teachers, and the remaining quarter go directly
into the workplace. Over the last decade, Bethel physics graduates have earned 16 Ph.D.s and
another eight are currently Ph.D. candidates.
What Has Been Done:

1. The department is student-oriented, and faculty work to ensure that students are
members of the physics family and know they are.
– The introductory course is carefully taught to introduce students to the
department. Majors from that class are recruited as T.A.s in their sophomore year
so they know the next year’s freshmen. Some upper-division courses are taught
every other year so juniors and seniors work together.
– The department provides keys to the labs to all majors, and any student who
wants one has a desk in the labs or stockroom. Faculty are often in their offices
nearby, even at night.
– Each declared major is assigned a faculty advisor with whom they must interact
at least twice a year. Any of the faculty can act as an advisor, and all work to keep
students informed of opportunities like REU programs and internships.
2. The department encourages students’ involvement in research. A research experience
is required for the B.S. degree in physics.
– Three weeks of the laboratory in each semester of the introductory course are
devoted to student projects. With faculty guidance, student groups of three select
projects, design and conduct the experiments, and prepare oral and written reports
on them.
– The optics course serves as an introduction to research in which students
complete projects that are sophisticated enough for presentation in regional
meetings and frequently serve as the basis for senior projects. Throughout the
course, students are required to observe the forms of physics publications including
preparing papers in laTEX with abstracts, data tables, graphs and photographs.
– Faculty hire students in the summer as research assistants and encourage them to
participate in REU experiences and internships in local industries.
3. The department accommodates the needs of its students by offering a B.S. in physics, a
more flexible B.A. in physics, a major in Physics Education for preservice high school
teachers, and a new B.S. in Applied Physics for students who plan to seek jobs in
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industry or pursue graduate degrees in engineering or other interdisciplinary areas. They
also have a 3/2 program in engineering in which about a third of their graduates are
enrolled.
4. The faculty of the physics department have and work to maintain very close ties with
local industries. Local industries employ students as interns and frequently hire
graduates. Faculty work as consultants and have received support for research projects
conducted at Bethel with student collaborators. Industries have donated state-of-the-art
equipment to the department.
5. The department works to recruit talented high school students to Bethel through such
means as hand-written letters and phone calls from the chair, presentations at local high
schools, participation in summer programs for gifted students, and awarding of
departmental scholarships.
6. The department has recruited talented retired high school teachers to design and teach a
course for preservice elementary teachers. The course actively involves the teachers in
doing physics and has been very popular and successful.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department graduates an average of 12 majors per year.
2. The department added a new tenure-line faculty position this year.
3. Since 1998, the faculty have published or presented 71 papers with 22 student coauthors.
4. About 10 students each year are employed as interns by local industries.
5. The college administrators consider the Department of Physics as a showcase department.
6. The students and faculty clearly work as colleagues, and alumni appear happy with the
education they received at Bethel.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The faculty work extremely hard and are dedicated to their students and the college.
The students reflect the faculty’s work ethic.
2. The college administrators strongly support the work on the Department of Physics
with both resources and faculty positions.
3. The Department of Physics has adequate funding for its programs from annual supply
and equipment budgets, a $55 lab fee charged by the college, an endowment from a
former professor, and outside research funding.
4. The department has worked to establish connections to the national and regional
physics community both to improve the department’s professional reputation and to
provide their students with opportunities to participate in physics meetings.
5. Bethel College works to promote the growth of faculty members as scholars and
teachers by careful mentoring and a five-year tenure review. This results in a very low
faculty turnover, and the Department of Physics has benefited from this stability.
For More Information Contact:
Brian Beecken, Chairman, Department of Physics, Bethel College,
3900 Bethel Drive, St. Paul, MN 55112; Phone: 651-638-6334;
Email: b-beecken@bethel.edu.
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D. CASE STUDY: Brigham Young University
The Setting:

A private, church-sponsored university with 32,000 students, 30,000 undergraduates. Ninetyeight percent of students are members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints; 50%
are women and 10% are under-represented minorities. Most male students go on a two-year
church mission after their freshman or sophomore years and are more mature than typical college
juniors.
The Department of Physics and Astronomy has 28 full-time faculty [22 on Continuing Faculty
Status (tenured)], two research associate professors, 10 full-time staff, and two staff who support
commitments to the X-Ray journal and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
Teaching loads are 15 credit-hours per year and the department currently has about 25
graduate students. The department currently has almost 300 undergraduate physics and
astronomy majors. Of current undergraduate majors, 46% are majoring in physics; 21% in
astronomy; 14% in applied physics–selected options; 12% in applied physics–computer science;
and 8% in physics teaching.
What Has Been Done:

1. For the past five years, all physics majors have been required to complete a senior
thesis, honors thesis, capstone project or teaching experience before graduation.
– Faculty mentor every student in one of these experiences. Two-thirds of the
faculty advise undergraduate research projects which involve well over 100 student
projects each semester. The university provides $20,000 per semester to support
20–25 undergraduate research students and the department and external grant funds
support another 10 or so. REU funds support 10 undergraduates each summer
although not all of them come from BYU.
2. The department has broadened and provided more flexibility in its degree requirements.
– The department offers a standard physics major, a bachelors of arts for preservice
teachers and an applied physics option. The applied physics option allows students
to select courses from outside the department in areas such as other sciences,
engineering, law, business or computer science and have them approved by the
chair to complete their degrees.
– The department as a whole has not adopted a single pedagogical style. However,
faculty are aware of the results of Physics Education Research and have changed
the way they teach in such ways as introducing more conceptual questions or using
group work.
3. The department has expanded its advisement program.
– The department has made advisors more available, hired student advisors and put
them in highly visible locations, instituted an introductory seminar course, and
improved the student handbook so that its style is welcoming to students and its
content valuable and useful. Majors are encouraged to meet frequently with their
advisors, and there is an on-call faculty advisor. The associate chair meets with
students having difficulty to work out a plan to improve their performance. There
are an undergraduate coordinator, an undergraduate research coordinator, a
capstone project coordinator and a physics teaching coordinator who advise
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majors. Finally, research students are “adopted” into the group and get advice from
the rest of the group. The system is well-publicized.
4. The department provides a nurturing environment for majors.
– Faculty members are readily available for student questions during their time on
campus. They treat all students with respect and dignity. The SPS chapter has
become much more active drawing 40–100 students at activities, and there is an
active astronomy club. All newly declared physics majors take a 1/2-credit hour
course on “Introduction to Physics Careers and Research,” and students returning
to school after their mission or another break are offered a one-credit hour course
reviewing physics and math. The SPS space is integrated with the tutorial area
which also houses the peer advisors. The department provides many non-research
employment opportunities for students. The department maintains a “family” of
alumni and has close ties with local schools.
5. The department views preservice and in-service education for K–12 teachers as an
important part of its mission.
– Faculty are working to involve students enrolled in the B.A. Physics Education
option in more day-to-day activities in the department. They have a RET grant that
supports four teachers each summer and are seeking funding for further activities.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department graduates 45–49 physics majors each year for the last three years, up
from about 36 in the recent past. There is a high retention rate among majors, and
students switch into physics from related disciplines such as math and engineering.
2. The number of freshmen physics majors has nearly doubled over the last 10 years;
entering majors are increasingly better students and better prepared.
3. The percentage of female physics majors has increased from 19% between 1991–1996
to 26% over the last five years.
4. Ten percent of graduates enter teaching.
5. More than half of all graduates give papers on their research at regional or national
meetings or conferences.
6. Graduates are accepted into quality graduate programs and recruited for jobs. Surveys
of majors, alumni and graduating seniors reflect positively on the physics major program.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. All faculty members are strongly committed to teaching and the excellence of the
undergraduate program. The department and the university support this commitment
with faculty time and dollars.
2. Changes in the undergraduate program come from suggestions made to or by the
Department Undergraduate Committee and are presented to the faculty in writing and
discussed and voted on by the entire faculty. The decision is usually by consensus as
the department operated in a collegial manner. Faculty who suggested change usually
volunteer to implement it.
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3. Faculty have a high degree of collegiality and willingly collaborate in areas such as
teaching, sharing equipment and sharing expertise. There is a sense of shared mission
in the department.
4. The university administration tries to provide “top down support for bottom up ideas”
and has been very supportive of the physics department’s ideas for improving its
undergraduate program in terms of resources as well as of moral support.
Undergraduate research is one of the highest priorities of university fundraising.
5. An enrollment cap imposed by the Board of Trustees has increased the academic
qualifications of entering students which has facilitated reform of the undergraduate
physics program.
6. The sponsoring church contributes a unique environment to BYU including financial
stability, support for scholarship by students and faculty, an unusual student body with
common values and a strictly enforced honor code, as well as an edge in recruiting
students who are members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

For More Information Contact:
Steven Turley, Chair, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Brigham
Young University, NA281A ESC, Provo, UT 84602-4679;
Phone: 801-378-3095; Email: turley@byu.edu.
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E. CASE STUDY: Bryn Mawr College
The Setting:

Highly selective, liberal arts women’s college with 1,200 undergraduates and 400 graduate
students. It attracts very talented students who are culturally and geographically diverse and
offers financial aid to more than half. 20% of students are of Asian heritage with a smattering of
other minorities and foreign students.
The Physics Department has four tenure-line faculty members, a full-time laboratory
coordinator who holds a Ph.D. in physics, two lecturers, one of whom has been at the college for
four years and the second of whom is a sabbatical replacement, and a full-time departmental
secretary. The department has access to a fully equipped machine shop, a library and state-of-theart computer facilities. Teaching loads are five courses per year, and all tenure-line faculty are
active in research.
The Physics Department at Bryn Mawr has a reciprocity agreement with nearby Haverford
College. The two departments take turns offering upper-division physics courses which are open
to students at both institutions. The department also has a small Ph.D. program that currently has
four students enrolled. These students fulfill course requirements either as reading courses with
Bryn Mawr faculty or by agreement with the University of Pennsylvania.
What Has Been Done:

1. The department works to create and maintain a family-like culture within the
department. Their students are women, and the faculty work hard to build students’
confidence in their ability to succeed in physics.
– Students and faculty members are on a first-name basis. Student representatives
attend faculty meetings and have a voice in departmental governance. The faculty
work hard for the success of their students whether or not these students plan to
attend graduate school in physics.
– Physics majors are given building keys and keys to a “majors common room”
and a computer lab. There is a kitchenette in the department, and students use
numerous other rooms as study spaces. Students are provided with a handbook that
is updated every year. All upper division majors have mail boxes in the department.
2. The major is designed to be flexible enough to accommodate the career goals of a
variety of students. In addition, students who start physics in the fall of their
sophomore year can complete a physics major in four years.
– Two years of the major are completed at Bryn Mawr before students start upper
division work, some of which is done at Haverford where most physics majors are
male. This is a conscious decision to allow women majors time to gain confidence
in their choice of profession.
– Bryn Mawr physics courses are lab-intensive, and students are encouraged to
work cooperatively as well as alone in order to maximize their confidence in their
ability to manipulate equipment.
3. The department actively recruits as physics majors students enrolled in the introductory
course. Faculty take considerable pains to encourage all students in the course and to
point out to talented students that they could succeed as physics majors and the
advantages that such a major offers.
4. The department stresses careful advising that works with students on all aspects of their
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1. The department graduates an average of 10 physics majors per year.
2. Morale among students is very high. They are proud of succeeding in a demanding
curriculum.
3. Bryn Mawr is near the top of any list of colleges and universities in terms of production
of numbers of women physics majors.
4. In recent years, 1–2% of the 150 women earning Ph.D.s in physics each year received
their bachelor’s degree at Bryn Mawr.
5. Nonmajors enrolled in service courses appreciate the supportive nature of the
department, although they are not as enthusiastic as the majors about the laboratory
experiences.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The faculty care deeply about their students and take their teaching role very seriously.
2. New faculty members immediately become members of the departmental team and are
nurtured by senior faculty members.
3. The department works by consensus decisions of all faculty members reached through
discussion at weekly faculty meetings which may include student representatives.
4. Faculty rotate administrative duties so government by consensus is very important.
5. The college administration has encouraged increasing the numbers of majors in
disciplines where women are under-represented. The Admissions Office has actively
recruited students who are interested in and capable of succeeding in science and
mathematics, and enrollments in the sciences have increased across the board by 50%
(except in chemistry).
6. Entering students generally have higher math SAT scores and lower verbal scores than
students of 20 years ago, and there are currently a significant number of students of
Asian background.
For More Information Contact:
Elizabeth McCormack, Chair, Physics Department, Park Science Center,
Bryn Mawr College, 101 North Merion Ave., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010;
Phone: 610-526-5356; Email: emccorm@brynmawr.edu.
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lives. One faculty member is assigned as chief advisor to students in one class and gets
to know each student well. Faculty advisors actively seek students to be sure that they
are encouraged to move forward in their chosen careers.
– The department is aware that only 40% of their majors will pursue a Ph.D. in
physics and carefully advise the 29% who go directly into the workplace, the 9%
who enter teaching, the 16% who plan to enter professional school, and the 7%
who pursue masters degrees. The faculty track their alumni and are proud of their
diverse careers.
5. Students are encouraged to participate in research. They are given tours of faculty labs
in introductory courses and majors are invited to work with faculty in their labs.
Because the faculty is small, students are also encouraged to participate in REU
experiences at other universities, or take internships in industry or at national labs. A
senior thesis is not a requirement for a degree, but students, particularly those planning
to attend graduate school, are encouraged to complete one.

Pictures from Bryn Mawr College
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F. CASE STUDY: California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo
The Setting:

A comprehensive, four-year public university with 18,000 students whose philosophy is “learn by
doing.” Rated as the best public, largely undergraduate university in the West for the last nine
years. One of three founding programs, the engineering program, has more than 4,500 majors.
The Physics Department of the College of Science and Mathematics has 30 faculty members,
three technical staff members and two administrative staff. The department offers courses in
astronomy, geology, geophysics, and oceanography as well as physics and offers B.A. and B.S.
degrees in physics and the B.S. in physical science. The department graduates 15 majors per year
of whom 25–35% go on to graduate school.
What Has Been Done:

1. The department has a tradition of being friendly and open with a broad, hands-on and
can-do approach to physics.
– The physics program is designed to be flexible, preparing students for graduate
study in physics or related fields, a teacher-credentialling program, or work in
industry. Students have the opportunity to participate in a wide variety of research
programs.
– Once students identify themselves as physics majors, they receive phone calls
from a faculty member welcoming them into the department community and
offering information and advice. The office staff actively helps physics majors in
matters of enrollment and other academic details. The chair and most of the faculty
are aware of the student community and actively foster it.
2. The department requires completion of a senior research project for all degrees.
– A faculty member is assigned to help students formulate a project in one of the
areas where the department has strength. The projects must involve creative and
original efforts by the student and include traditional research projects as well as
other types of projects.
3. The department has invested in a studio-style teaching laboratory which is not yet used
for the upper-level majors’ courses but has had an impact on faculty and student T.A.s
who are involved in the course and the pedagogy is “leaking” into other physics courses.
4. The department has created a student-operated and controlled lounge area known as the
h-bar (ប) which they describe as the “beating heart” of the physics program.
– The h-bar is centrally located in the department, near faculty offices and space
used by seniors for their research projects and is large enough to accommodate a
large group or several small ones. Seniors feel responsibility to help younger
majors, and the majors develop an unusually high degree of cohesiveness and have
formed a genuine learning community. The h-bar is a home away from home for
students but remains strongly focused on the work of the discipline.
5. The department has fostered the active and direct involvement of the technical staff in
the educational experience of the students.
– Many students interact directly with the technical staff, particularly during their
senior projects, and staff see helping students as a part of their jobs. Students are
required to complete five quarters of lab experience which include projects that are
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1. The department graduates an average of 15 majors per year, a number that has
recently been increasing.
2. Students perceive the faculty and staff of the department as friendlier and more open
than other departments on campus.
3. There are a number of women active in the department and occupying leadership
positions.
4. The selectivity of the department (and the university) and the quality of physics
undergraduates has been increasing.
5. Graduates succeed in selective graduate schools and other careers.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. Large enrollments in engineering offer a fertile recruiting ground for physics majors
and the university has a tradition of strength in science and technology. The physics
program has benefited as the university, helped by its high ratings in U.S. News and
World Report, has attracted better prepared students.
2. There is an uncommon level of respect among all elements of the department: faculty,
lecturers, administrative and technical staff and students.
3. Careful sequencing of classes fosters the development of student networking as does
the provision of a student-controlled space in the department.
4. The pre-identification of majors encourages many physics majors to enter Cal Poly, and
the fact that it is easy to identify majors in their first year allows mentoring of
beginners by the department and fellow students.
5. The department and the administration encourage innovation in teaching from both the
faculty and lecturers and the technical staff.

For More Information Contact:
Richard Saenz, Chair, Department of Physics, Cal Poly State
University, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407; Phone: 805-756-2447;
Email: rsaenz@calpoly.edu.
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student-initiated but completed under the guidance of an experienced technician.
The friendly and respectful relationship between students and technical staff is a
unique attribute of this program.
6. The requirements for retention, promotion and tenure are clearly and explicitly defined
by the college in which the department resides. Younger faculty express appreciation
of very clear guidelines, and this, in turn, provides an unusually stable environment for
the department so that all faculty feel free to focus on the quality of instruction.
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G. CASE STUDY: Carleton College
The Setting:

An academically competitive, nonsectarian, liberal arts college with 1,902 students
approximately evenly divided between men and women. It has historic strength in the sciences
and mathematics and leads the liberal arts colleges in physics and astronomy graduates who
obtain Ph.D.s in these fields.
The Physics and Astronomy Department has seven tenure-line faculty members, an instrument
maker, an administrative assistant, and an electronics and laboratory manager. The department
also employs a fifth-year Educational Associate who helps with the observatory and other
astronomy equipment. There are currently 44 junior and senior majors.
In 1995, the department noted a significant drop in the number of declared majors. From
1993 to 1996, the department averaged 19 graduates per year. From 1997 to 2000, the average
was 10.5.
What Has Been Done:

1. Instructors recruit physics majors during the introductory courses which are always
taught by experienced and student-oriented faculty members.
– Students at Carleton declare majors in the spring of their sophomore years after
taking a number of courses in physics as well as other disciplines that interest
them. Thus the department relies on the college’s very able admissions staff to
recruit able students and provide potential physics majors with information about
these programs. They focus recruiting on the introductory physics courses and use
them to develop a personal connection between students and a faculty member.
– Carleton students take three courses for each of three terms. Each course is worth
six credits and is equivalent to a semester-long course. The introductory physics
sequence has two entry points, a three-credit course on Newtonian mechanics or a
three-credit course on applications of Newtonian mechanics in the planetary realm
aimed at better prepared students. The second three-credit course focuses on
special relativity and particle physics topics few students have seen and which they
find fascinating. Students are able to “sample” physics without committing
themselves to a full year course.
2. The curriculum for physics majors is flexible and intended to integrate with a liberal
arts education and prepare students for a variety of future careers as well as graduate
and professional study in physics and other fields.
– The former six-credit Classical Mechanics course has been split into two 3-credit
courses, Classical Mechanics and Computational Mechanics, in order increase
students’ training in computational physics.
– A required course on Waves was replaced by an applied physics requirement in
which students select from a list of courses. This adds flexibility to the curriculum
and allows students to spend a term off campus without getting out of sequence
with the major.
– Students are required to complete a senior “integrative exercise” in which they
work with a faculty advisor to prepare a major paper and make an extended oral
presentation on a topic chosen to integrate the physics they have studied in various
courses.
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4. The department encourages students to pursue a variety of careers through a course on
“What Physicists Do” which brings five speakers to campus in a term to discuss their
use of physics in diverse careers.
5. Students are encouraged to become involved in research with faculty some of whom
have outside funding and all of whom remain active in physics. The college has
funding to support some students during summer research projects, and all faculty work
on research during the summer.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department graduated 16 majors in 2001 and currently has 26 seniors and 18
juniors who have declared physics majors.
2. Faculty and students both express enthusiasm for the community they find in the
physics department.
3. Student morale is very high. Students participate in departmental decisions and feel
ownership of their own education.
4. The administration respects the work of the department and is well-informed about its
activities.
Keys to Making Change:

1. All faculty consider teaching their first priority, and promotion and tenure are based
primarily on work in the classroom and interactions with students.
2. There is a strong personal interaction among faculty and students that centers on
individual learning, growth and development.
3. The department has a shared understanding of its mission and an intense sense of
purpose in fulfilling it. Decisions to make changes are made after open discussion by
consensus of the faculty.
4. Students participate actively in determining curriculum and changes that should be
made in it.
For More Information Contact:
Richard Noer, Chair, Department of Physics, Carleton College, One
North College St., Northfield, MN 55057; Phone: 507-646-4387;
Email: rnoer@carleton.edu.
SPIN-UP Project Report
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3. The department works hard to build a sense of community among students and faculty
in the department.
– Students have keys to the physics building and a lounge as well as access to lab
space and computers after hours. Pictures of all majors are posted in the lounge.
Students and faculty have one or more meals together each week and may include
visitors or speakers in them. There are organized social events including a spring
and fall departmental picnic and a senior canoe trip.
– After 7:00 p.m., the physics building belongs to students and typically eight to 10
of them can be found. They regard their fellow physics majors as an important
element in their education.
– The departmental curriculum committee consists of six students and two faculty
members. When the numbers of majors dropped, the faculty listened carefully to
student opinions.

Pictures from Carleton College
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H. CASE STUDY: Colorado School of Mines
The Setting:

A public research university with 3,000 students of whom 2,500 are undergraduates. Eleven
undergraduate degree programs have expanded from traditional emphasis on mining to include
energy, mineral, materials science, engineering, and associated engineering and science fields.
Twenty-five percent of students are women and 15% are underrepresented minorities.
The Department of Physics has 14 tenure-line faculty, four adjunct professors, one research
professor and two faculty members who are on phased retirement. One faculty member serves as
laboratory instructor and lecture demonstration coordinator. Another serves as a full-time lecturer
with no research responsibilities. The department also has a computer system administrator, an
administrative assistant, a machinist and an electronics technician. The department awards three
M.S. degrees and three Ph.D.s per year.
The undergraduate physics program, engineering physics, is one of 14 ABET accredited
physics programs in the country. In 1996, the department established a five-year program leading
to a B.S. in engineering physics and a masters degree in mechanical, electrical or electronic
materials engineering. 20% of the department’s majors are involved in the five-year program. All
undergraduates take calculus-based physics as part of the core curriculum. One-third of graduates
attend graduate school, roughly half in physics and half in engineering fields; a third take jobs in
industry; and the rest follow a variety of paths.
What Has Been Done:

1. In 1984, the department decided to focus its program on engineering physics.
– Requirements in the upper-level curriculum were reduced to allow students to
take more applied courses although traditional upper division courses are available
to students who need them. The department focused its research efforts on applied
areas in nuclear physics, condensed matter physics and optical physics.
2. The department actively recruits students by emphasizing the flexibility of its programs
and the wide range of careers to which they lead.
– They provide a list of recent graduates and their current employment. The
department participates in university recruitment days for high school students and
their parents. During the required freshman seminar, physics faculty and students
man posters at Options Days. The five-year program is advertised during the
second semester of the required physics course. The department head assigns its
best teachers to the large introductory sections.
3. The department teaches all students in the university introductory physics in sections of
90–100 students. Although students view the second semester of this course as one of
the most difficult in the university, the faculty use this opportunity to recruit talented
students as engineering physics majors.
4. The department works to build a community among faculty and undergraduate students.
– Undergraduate majors have building keys and access to the library, a computer
area, and an informal “penthouse” with a microwave etc. Faculty maintain an
open-door policy, and their labs and offices are close to classrooms and
instructional labs. The department hires undergraduates as teaching, research and
computer assistants. There is an active SPS chapter.
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– The department, like all at CSM, holds a six-week Summer Field Session
devoted to lab techniques and an introduction to research in the department. The
intense experience builds community among undergraduate majors.
5. The department recruits new faculty members who match the department’s emphasis on
undergraduate teaching and research. New faculty members are assigned a senior
mentor. Junior faculty members have lunch with the department head almost every
day. He evaluates all faculty members every year and provides constant feedback on
progress towards meeting the goals of the department. He also holds exit interviews
with graduating students in which he seeks evaluation on individual faculty members
and courses as well as the program as a whole.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department graduates an average of 22 physics majors per year. The range is 16–
28 majors per year and is expected to grow as incoming numbers are growing.
2. About 40% more majors graduate with a degree in physics compared to the number
declaring physics majors on entering CSM and 20% of the majors are women.
3. The undergraduate engineering physics program is ABET accredited.
4. Students recognize and appreciate faculty concern for them and the sense of community
in the department.
5. The department is known as “friendly,” a reputation enjoyed by few other departments.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The department has a realistic and very clear sense of its mission that is aligned with
the mission of CSM and which is reflected in hiring, in interactions with students, and
in interactions with other departments.
2. The department has enjoyed strong leadership from heads who have been able to forge
consensus on allocation of resources as the department has shifted its focus from pure
teaching to emphasis on teaching and research and to retain emphasis on excellence in
undergraduate teaching.
3. The department seeks advice from an outside “Visiting Committee,” and from alumni.
4. The university, particularly the Vice President for Academic Affairs, provides resources
to support curricular innovation.
5. Colorado School of Mines has an unusually narrow and well-defined mission which
carries over to departments and facilitates activities that cross disciplinary lines.

For More Information Contact:
James McNeil, Head, Department of Physics, Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, CO 80401; Phone: 303-273-3844;
Email: jamcneil@mines.edu.
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I. CASE STUDY: Grove City College
The Setting:

Medium-sized undergraduate college with 2,300 students affiliated with the Presbyterian Church.
High admission standards and a reputation for offering students a challenging curriculum and
keeping fees low. There is no faculty tenure and the college does not accept government funds.
The Department of Physics has five faculty members and no staff although they make heavy
use of undergraduate assistants. Forty physics majors in three tracks with 10 graduates per year.
Typically, 25% of majors are women.
The majority of graduates successfully seek employment immediately following graduation
although a few go to graduate school. Teaching majors are especially sought after.
What Has Been Done:

1. Faculty members work to provide a collegial atmosphere in the department.
– Faculty work closely together. Offices are clustered to promote informal
interaction, and they meet for lunch once a week to discuss teaching and research.
– Faculty know students well and join them in social events some held in faculty
homes and some including alumni.
– The department holds monthly meals for faculty and students at which students
report on research done for example during a summer internship.
– The department uses many student assistants both as T.A.s in labs and in other
capacities so they function as junior members of the department.
2. The department designed and instituted a curriculum that serves the needs of Grove
City students. It offers three tracks that lead to jobs or graduate school after
graduation.
– The Applied Physics Track: closest to traditional physics major but emphasis is
on preparing students for the workplace as well.
– The Applied Physics/Computer Track: replaces some of the advanced physics
requirements with courses in computer engineering. Graduates are more attractive
to employers than students with only computer skills.
– The Physics/General Science Secondary Education Track: prepares students for
careers in secondary teaching. Graduates frequently have multiple job offers on
graduation. Physics requirements are kept lean to allow time for better preparation
in other sciences and education.
3. The department does an excellent job in teaching service courses using results of PER
as well as new technologies. Although physics is no longer required of all students,
nonmajors continue to elect physics or astronomy as one of their science options.
– The department is a campus leader in the use of computers in education. All
Grove City students are provided with laptop computers and use them extensively
in labs.
– Eleven years ago the department introduced a nonmajor service course,
Fundamentals of the Universe, which has improved the department’s reputation
among students, faculty and administrators on campus.
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– The department uses education-track students to critique lectures in the
introductory physics course, help with labs and teach study/review sessions, and
even give a lecture in the course. They gain practical teaching experience while
assisting the department.
5. The department focuses recruiting efforts on students already planning to attend Grove
City because it has proved to be a more efficient use of their time and resources than
recruiting high school students.
6. The department encourages students to obtain research experience during summers as
interns or as participants in REU programs. They have recently begun to build inhouse programs designed for student participation.
Indicators of Success:

1. The numbers of students graduating with bachelor’s degrees has increased steadily over
the last 10 years.
2. Faculty and students within the department work as colleagues.
3. The Physics Department is highly respected on campus.
4. Enrollments in service courses remain strong although physics is no longer a
requirement.
5. Graduates on the education track are heavily recruited by school systems.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. Faculty members in the department make decisions as a group and share a common
vision of the department’s mission as service to students not a training ground for
future Ph.D.s.
2. Faculty members take the scholarship of teaching very seriously and are familiar with
the results and applications of PER.
3. Attention to the service courses won the department an excellent reputation on campus
and material support from the administration.
4. The department chair has provided strong leadership in implementing the changes.
5. The administration has recognized the growth in the numbers of majors by allowing the
department to hire three new faculty members who are keys to building an in-house
research program involving undergraduates.

For More Information Contact:
James Downey, Chairman, Department of Physics, Grove City
College, Box 2601, 100 Campus Drive, Grove City, PA 16127;
Phone: 724-458-2119; Email: jrdowney@gcc.edu.
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4. The department works closely with the Education Department to provide graduates who
are eligible for 7–12 certification in physics and general science.

Pictures from Grove City College

Apendix VIII

J. CASE STUDY: Harvard University
The Setting:

Leading research university generally ranked among the top two or three nationally. Physics
Department has 40 full-time faculty members, a Director of the Physics Laboratories, a Director
of the High Energy Physics Laboratory, a Head Tutor (Director of Undergraduate Studies), an
Instructional Laboratory Associate in Physics and 27 Administrative and Support Staff. The
department has outstanding and well-funded research programs and a distinguished graduate
program.
The Physics Department graduates 50–60 majors (called concentrators) a year; 40–50% of
graduates go to graduate school in physics or a closely related field. The remainder pursue a wide
range of careers including medical school, law school or business school as well as immediate
employment.
Twenty-five percent of concentrators are women; 5% black, 20% Asian, and 6% Latino.
What Has Been Done:

1. Concentrators are required to take a relatively small number of courses relative to other
science concentrations at Harvard.
– The concentration is flexible, and the physics department gives formal
recognition to the connections between physics and other disciplines. For example,
a combined physics and chemistry concentration, a program of the Physics
Department, draws 10–15 students each year. There are other joint concentrations
such as Physics-Mathematics, Physics-Astronomy and Physics-History of Science
that are done frequently.
2. The faculty are enthusiastic about both undergraduate students and physics.
– All faculty teach in the undergraduate program although not every year. They
take pride in their teaching and continually develop new materials and courses
such as the honors introductory course for very well-prepared students. Service
courses and core courses to meet the science requirements of nonscience students
are considered important as well as courses for majors.
– The chair stresses the importance of excellent teaching to all new faculty. Many
faculty take advantage the services offered by Harvard’s Bok Center for Teaching
and Learning to improve their teaching. Graduate student T.A.s take a two-day
training session from the center followed by sessions of micro-teaching and video
taping.
– Many undergraduates participate in research through an independent research
course that allows up to two semester courses credit for participating in
independent research supervised by faculty members. The department supports a
number of students to do independent research during the summer. Five to 10
undergraduates work as T.A.s helping with large undergraduate sections.
3. The department establishes a community of physics students.
– The active SPS chapter organizes a “buddy” system that teams first-year students
with upper-division concentrators, produces a booklet of advice for new
concentrators, organizes lunches and picnics for students and professors, and
sponsors weekly “Cool Physics” sessions where a student talks about research. SPS
surveyed physics concentrators and shared results with the department. Its officers
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meet with the chair and head tutor to discuss issues of importance to
undergraduates.
– There are many other opportunities for faculty-student interactions, both formal
and informal. These activities include study nights, lunches, dinners, weekly
presentations by faculty of their research, the Physics Answer Center organized by
the graduate students, and undergraduate participation in an annual “puppet show”
where graduate students “roast” the faculty members. The physics undergraduates
consider themselves active members of a lively physics community.
4. The department insures that all students receive careful advising.
– The head tutor meets individually with all students choosing to enter the
concentration to discuss their interests and course plans. She then assigns each
student to a member of the faculty who will act as mentor/academic advisor
throughout the student’s career in the department. The head tutor also remains
available for any student needing advice. She checks to see that students complete
requirements and are aware of other opportunities.
Indicators of Success:

1. Harvard is one of the leading producers of physics graduates at the bachelor level in
the nation.
2. Undergraduates clearly take pride in belonging to a lively, close-knit community. SPS
events draw both concentrators and friends of concentrators so that mailings go to 500
students.
3. Three physics faculty have recently won Harvard’s Levinson Teaching Prize.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The department has a good sense of the capabilities and aspirations of Harvard students
and designs a challenging program to meet their expectations. At the same time, the
department recognizes that students often have wide-ranging academic interests and
career goals and has a concentrators program that is unusually flexible in course
requirements with a number of varied options.
2. The department fosters excellence in undergraduate teaching by means of direct comments
from the chair, the availability of services of the Bok Center for Teaching and Learning,
and department-wide discussions of the undergraduate program at faculty meetings.
3. The department encourages and supports a number of informal interactions among
faculty and undergraduates. The culture of the department is that of a lively intellectual
community of which undergraduates are important members.
4. The department chairs have played a leadership role in re-enforcing the importance of
good undergraduate teaching and keeping a focus on evaluating and rethinking the
undergraduate program.
5. The department supports the activities of a lively SPS chapter and uses it to encourage
undergraduate input into its undergraduate program.
For More Information Contact:
Gerald Gabrielse, Chair, Physics Department, Harvard University,
17 Oxford St., Cambridge, MA 02138; Phone: 617-495-4381;
Email: gabrielse@physics.harvard.edu.
SPIN-UP Project Report
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K. CASE STUDY: University of Illinois
The Setting:

A major research department that brings in around $17 million annually in external research
support and is nationally ranked in several subfields. Sixty-four tenure-line faculty; 38 affiliate
faculty; 59 postdocs.
There were 257 undergraduate majors and 238 Ph.D. students in the fall of 2001. Seventy
percent of bachelors-level graduates attend graduate school in some field of physics. The
department graduates 25–30 majors per year.
Total undergraduate course enrollment is approximately 2,500 students per semester.
What Has Been Done:

1. A major revision of the introductory sequence in both algebra and calculus-based
physics featuring:
– New labs based on “predict, observe, explain” model
– Two-hour discussion sections during which T.A.s act as coaches to students
working in groups on solving problems
– Lectures based on power point slides using the department’s traditional strength
in demonstrations
– Homework done on the web now includes on-line quizzes and new interactive
examples to teach students problem-solving skills
– In the calculus-based sequence, the former sequence of three 4-credit-hour
courses replaced by a more flexible format of two 4-credit-hour courses
(mechanics and E&M) plus two 2-credit-hour courses (thermal physics, and waves
and quantum mechanics)
2. Development of an infrastructure to support and sustain the revised courses.
– Introductory courses are taught by teams of faculty who fill roles as lecturers to
large (300 student) sections, laboratory coordinator and discussion section
coordinator. This has changed the intro courses from isolated, draining faculty
assignments into desirable assignments where new faculty can be mentored by
experienced team members. Common exams are developed by the entire team.
– An Associate Head for Undergraduate Programs has been added to the
department and the undergraduate staff has been increased to two people who
handle all record-keeping and the majority of student problems freeing faculty time
for substantive teaching and research.
– An intense T.A. training program has been introduced to mentor T.A.s in all
aspects of teaching but particularly in the interactive methods used in the
discussion sections
3. Addition of a staff person with a master’s degree in chemistry to manage recruiting, the
REU program, the Saturday Physics Honors Program which presents topics in physics
to prospective students and the public, and to work with the departmental website.
She counsels students who seek to avoid enrollment caps in engineering disciplines by
declaring physics majors without any intention of studying physics.
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4. A one-credit-hour called Physics Orientation taught by the department head to
introduce freshmen to departmental facilities, research programs and career
opportunities in physics.
5. Two new courses targeted at definite groups of students: Physics 100 prepares
students with weak backgrounds for the calculus-based physics course. Physics 212 is
a one-credit “companion” course to the E&M course in the introductory sequence
aimed at the most able students to challenge them with extra topics such as relativity
and to prepare them for upper-division physics courses.
6. A dozen or so majors participate in an active Physics Society which organizes talks and
field trips. Approximately the same number man the Physics Van which presents
programs at local schools and museums.
7. A new course beginning in the second semester of junior year and including a summer
of research and the first semester of senior year to provide students with research and
presentation skills. It is targeted at students who plan to go to graduate school.
8. An active REU program and an astrophysics program involving undergraduates in
research beginning in their sophomore year.
Indicators of Success:

1. Greater satisfaction with the introductory physics sequence among client disciplines
and students from these disciplines as well as physics majors.
2. Faculty enjoy teaching the introductory sequence as members of a team, and the
assignment is no longer considered a detriment to research. New faculty are mentored
as members of the team.
3. Enrollments have risen from 57 freshmen physics majors in 1998 to 98 freshmen in
2001. This dramatic rise is not yet reflected in graduation rates which have increased
only modestly but should eventually reflect the increase in freshmen.
4. Failure rate in the calculus-based sequence for students who have completed Physics
100 has been halved.
5. Several department faculty have received major university awards for their teaching,
and their efforts are recognized within the department’s reward system.
6. Student ratings of T.A.s have increased steadily from the beginning of the reform effort.
In 1997, 20% of the physics T.A.s were ranked as excellent by their students. In 2001,
75% of the physics T.A.s were ranked as excellent by their students.
7. An active program in Physics Education Research has received external funding and
begun to attract graduate students. The work of this research group supports changes in
other physics courses.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The departmental leadership and most faculty believe that undergraduate education is
important to the department. While recognizing its importance, they are pragmatists in
recognizing the faculty, particularly junior faculty, must place priority on establishing
their research. Thus they have attempted to make changes that allow faculty to do
excellent undergraduate teaching without demanding an exorbitant time commitment.
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2. The department is located in the College of Engineering which shares its emphasis on
the importance of excellent undergraduate education. Excellent teaching is important in
promotion and tenure decisions at both the college and departmental levels.
3. Majors are counted at the college rather than the departmental level so the department
is not under immediate pressure to increase the numbers of majors. Reforms were
implemented only after a year of discussion among faculty and a lengthy process of
building consensus.
4. The department has built on a tradition of collegiality as it goes about making changes.
The revised courses belong to the team teaching them and to the department as a whole
rather than to any single faculty member.
5. The changes in the department have used skilled professional staff to undertake many
important tasks such as recruiting which frees faculty members to do the research
critical for their success.
6. Because it is large, the department can find internal resources to support instructional
improvements by such measures as providing release time to faculty or reallocating
staff slots.
7. The improvement of the undergraduate program is a priority for the current department
head and his predecessor. They have worked to shift resources to support changes and
to establish rewards for faculty who are excellent teachers. The revision of the
introductory sequence required substantial released time for faculty and the hiring of
support staff.

For More Information Contact:
Gary Gladding, Associate Head for Undergraduate Programs,
Department of Physics, University of Illinois, Loomis Laboratory of
Physics, 1110 W. Green St., Urbana, IL 61801-3080;
Phone: 217-333-0864; Email: geg@uiuc.edu.
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L. CASE STUDY: North Carolina State University
The Setting:

Large research-oriented department with close ties to the School of Engineering. The Department
of Physics split from the Nuclear Engineering Department in 1963 and about 60% of the
department’s research effort is applied. There are 36 tenure-line faculty members, 10 research
faculty and visiting lecturers, 15 other Ph.D.s, and 15 staff members.
There were 120 undergraduate majors and 85 graduate students in the spring of 2001.
Between 1998 and 2001, about one-fourth of physics bachelors graduates enter graduate school
in physics; one-fifth continue their education in another field; a fourth find jobs in technical
fields; and the remainder pursue other paths. The department graduates about 20 majors per year.
The total undergraduate course enrollment is approximately 2,550 students per semester.
Students are admitted to departments rather than to the university. In 1996, the College of
Physical and Mathematical Sciences where physics resides substantially raised admission
standards above those of the School of Engineering to stop the influx of students seeking to enter
engineering through science departments. College enrollments immediately dropped by onethird, but have since recovered.
What Has Been Done:

1. After in-depth discussion, the department decided to maintain a rigorous traditional
physics major. The department is pleased with the success of its traditional B.S.
graduates, so has chosen to address its strategic goal of a 50% increase in graduates
(to about 30/yr) by developing a new B.A. track, rather than by modifying the B.S.
The department gives very high priority to recruiting extremely able students.
2. The department works extremely effectively to mentor undergraduate majors and build
community within the department.
– Majors enter a special section of the introductory calculus-based course with
special laboratories and a unique curriculum.
– New majors are welcomed to the department with a reception early in the
academic year and encouraged to join a very active SPS chapter which meets every
other week and does four to five activities per semester.
– Instructors in the introductory course for majors assign group projects to
encourage students to work together. By junior year, most physics majors work in
informal study groups.
– A small group of faculty advisors work closely with each class of majors and
follows them from freshman year to graduation.
– There is an undergraduate study room and generous resources for worthwhile
projects or that essential supply, pizza.
– Undergraduates are hired early to work for the department, for example setting
up demonstrations or as tutors, in order to involve them in the life of the
department.
3. All majors are encouraged to participate in research. The department has a longstanding REU program and presents cash awards for outstanding student research. The
majority of undergraduates are mentored by a few faculty members whose research
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programs divide into small projects, but there is broad participation by all faculty in
mentoring undergraduate research.
4. The senior laboratory has been revised to focus on individual projects that the student
must design, review the literature, write up and present to the class.
5. The undergraduate director of the department works closely with the director of
admissions of the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences to attract able
students.
– The undergraduate director calls prospective students, meets with them and their
families, and encourages students who wish to transfer into physics majors.
– The introductory course has an honors section for able engineering students from
which the department actively recruits physics majors.
– The department recruits high school students through mentoring programs
involving lab experiences and visits to schools. Other outreach to K–12 students
and the public is handled through Science House.
– Students who do exceptionally well in engineering physics sections receive a
letter from their instructor congratulating them on their performance and
suggesting that they consider a physics minor. A few such students wind up adding
or changing to physics.
6. Students are encouraged to carry double majors, and the department has worked out
arrangements with engineering departments to facilitate this by such means as
substituting engineering courses for physics requirements, and vice versa.
7. Four years ago, the department established a B.A. degree with reduced requirements in
traditional physics to facilitate double majors and attract more students. No new
courses were developed to support it. As of May 2001, 17 students have graduated
from the program (out of a total of 52 since the first B.A.s were awarded). They have
been competitive in the job market, a pleasant surprise to the department head.
8. The department encourages recent graduates who have entered industry to interact with
their current students through a banquet for alumni and students. They plan other
activities to raise students’ awareness of industrial careers that will make use of their
large number of successful graduates.
9. The structure of the introductory courses is designed to free faculty for research. The
15 sections of introductory calculus-based physics are coordinated by a single faculty
member who makes up the syllabus indicating what topics are to be covered each day,
constructs the exams, and places homework assignments on WebAssign which was
developed at the university.
10. Three sections of the intro course are offered in the interactive Scale-Up format.
11. There is a thriving and active Physics Tutorial Center.
12. An extensive system of lecture demonstrations was set up by a member of PIRA and is
overseen by a staff of students.
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Indicators of Success:

1. Very high morale among both faculty and physics majors. They are extremely proud of
one another. There is no problem making upper division courses meet enrollment
targets, and they expect to replace retiring faculty members.
2. Most faculty and students know one another by name. They form a close-knit
community and celebrate others’ achievements.
3. Enrollments in physics have returned to their pre-1996 levels despite higher admissions
standards.
4. Half the students carry double majors with math in first place and engineering in
second.
5. The department has produced three finalists for the Apker Award and one winner.
6. The department has a thriving Physics Education Research Group that has developed
the Scale-Up model for introducing interactive instruction to large sections of
introductory physics. The group attracts very able graduate students and substantial
external funding.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The driving force for making changes in the undergraduate physics program is the
nearly universal conviction of the faculty that it is important to do an excellent job in
preparing undergraduate physics major, not pressure from outside the department.
2. The faculty as a whole participated in the discussions that led to the strategy of
concentrating physics on the most able students. There is nearly complete consensus
within the department that physics majors are “found” and “authorized” to study
physics.
3. The department has a tradition of working collaboratively with engineering departments
that has facilitated the development of double majors and other strategies linking
departments to the benefit of students.
4. The department faculty work collegially among themselves and with students. The
warmth of the faculty for students is a terrifically appealing feature of this department.
5. Department chairs have provided strong leadership in recognizing the importance of the
undergraduate program and in providing resources and faculty rewards needed to do it
well.

For More Information Contact:
Steve Reynolds, Professor of Physics and Undergraduate Program
Coordinator, Physics Department, Box 8202, North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8202; Phone: 919-515-7751;
Email: stephen_reynolds@ncsu.edu.
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Appendix VIII

M. CASE STUDY: North Park University
The Setting:

Small, church-related university with 2,300 students that has offered a four-year curriculum since
1958. About 275 incoming freshmen in each class. Twenty physics majors at all levels and an
average of five graduating each year.
About 50% of physics majors continue their education after graduation but not necessarily in
physics, 14% enter K–12 teaching, and the remainder find employment in a wide variety of
positions.
The Physics Department has two faculty members, no staff, and an annual budget for supplies
and equipment raised this year to $10,000 from $2,500. Their space is limited to one large
lecture/lab area, a laboratory and two offices.
What Has Been Done:

1. The department chair aggressively recruits students who are interested in physics,
engineering or science in general and are considering North Park University.
– She writes (emails) all prospective students interested in physics, engineering or
science describing the department and inviting them for a visit.
– Students visiting campus and their parents visit with her in the department and
receive a humorous post card as a follow up.
– The department chair teaches the introductory physics course so students begin
their career already acquainted with one of their professors.
2. The department creates a “home” for physics majors within the department.
– The lecture/lab room is equipped with a combination lock so physics majors
have access 24 hours a day. The room is equipped with computers and has become
both an academic and social center for the majors. They remain in the room during
the introductory physics course so all majors know all other majors.
– The departmental atmosphere is kept informal. Faculty and students are on a first
name basis with students visiting faculty homes and all members of the department
familiar with one another’s personal concerns and triumphs.
3. The Physics Department has a very broad definition of success for its graduates. They
consider physics an excellent basis for almost any career and teach accordingly.
– Students are encouraged to carry double majors not only in math and engineering
but in areas such as philosophy and languages.
– Faculty team teach courses with faculty from other disciplines and work closely
with colleagues from other academic disciplines.
4. The two faculty offer an academically solid physics major that provides minimum
essential preparation for those students who wish to enter graduate school.
– Majors take a special one-credit hour course along with the introductory
sequence to improve their math and computer skills and prepare them for upperdivision courses.
– Introductory labs are taught without formal instructions so students learn to design
experiments, prepare proposals, and present their results as 10-minute papers. Group
work is introduced in the lecture and homework is submitted via WebAssign.
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– Upper-division courses are tailored to the needs of individual students and
feature projects, both individual and group.
5. Students are encouraged to participate in REUs and internships off campus in the
summers because there is little opportunity for research experiences on campus. The
faculty use a network of alums and professional acquaintances to help place students.
They collaborate with colleagues at other larger institutions.
Indicators of Success:

1. This very small department consistently graduates an average of more than five majors
each year.
2. Morale is very high within the department, and the department is widely respected on
campus.
3. The recruiting effort’s effectiveness is demonstrated by a decline in majors following
the year when the chair was on sabbatical.
4. Students succeed in graduate programs as well as in a variety of other careers.
5. One of the faculty members is very well known and active in the larger physics
education community. Both faculty members are intellectually active in their own
research areas and successful in obtaining outside funding (not a tradition at North
Park).
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. Collegiality and shared vision are absolutely essential if a small department is to build
and maintain a strong undergraduate physics program.
2. Change required support from the chair of the Mathematics and Science Division and
faculty from other disciplines.
3. Faculty success in obtaining outside funding enabled the purchase of high-quality
laboratory and computer equipment and some employment of students on projects.
4. Networking and collaboration with other departments helps the North Park faculty stay
intellectually alive.
5. Both faculty members remain intellectually active and excited about physics, teaching
physics and their students.

For More Information Contact:
Linda McDonald, Physics Department, North Park University,
3225 W. Foster Ave., Chicago, IL 60625-4895; Phone: 773-244-5665;
Email: llm@northpark.edu.
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Appendix VIII

N. CASE STUDY: Oregon State University
The Setting:

A state-assisted university with about 18,000 students of whom 14,500 are undergraduates. The
university has traditional strength in the sciences, engineering, oceanography, forestry, and
agriculture. It has been growing steadily in spite of continuing state budget crises.
The Department of Physics has 15 tenure-line faculty and one or two full-time adjunct faculty
members recruited to teach the large introductory courses. It has one full-time technician, a
second technician shared with chemistry, and four office staff who also administer departmental
grants. The department currently enrolls about 35 Ph.D. candidates and attracts about
$1.5 million annually in research funding including several large grants aimed at undergraduate
education, and it is in the process of developing a professional masters program with funding
from Sloan.
The department offers B.S. degrees in Physics and Engineering Physics and initiated a new
B.S. degree in Computational Physics this year. The department currently enrolls about 110
undergraduate majors in all years.
The Department of Physics receives an unusually high percentage of its majors as transfer
students from two-year colleges or other institutions. About a quarter of undergraduate majors
transfer in for the sophomore year and another quarter enter before their junior year. A quarter
declare physics majors as entering freshmen and another quarter declare majors in engineering
physics although many of them eventually become physics majors.
What Has Been Done:

1. In 1996, the department undertook a major revision of its upper-division physics
curriculum to allow flexibility in scheduling so that engineering physics majors could
participate in an internship and to help students make the transition in difficulty from
lower-division physics courses to upper-division courses.
– The Paradigms Project reorganized the junior-level curriculum into nine 3-weeklong paradigms courses, each of which focuses on a class of physics problem that
appears in more than one subdiscipline of physics, oscillations or static vector
fields for example. In addition, the Paradigms courses introduce new, researchbased pedagogies that encourage students to work and study in groups and to take
responsibility for their own learning.
– In their senior years, students take capstone courses in traditional subdisciplines
of physics. Because students have been exposed to some material in the paradigms
courses, the capstone courses can cover material more rapidly. They are taught
more traditionally than the paradigms to prepare students for graduate school
experiences.
2. The department has built on its traditional strength in computational physics to
introduce a new undergraduate major in the field. The program has received external
funding from NSF and DOE. The first students are enrolling now.
3. The Department of Physics was recently selected as one of six primary sites for the
Physics Teacher Education Coalition. This program will introduce two new majors
appropriate to preservice teachers as well as promote revision in the calculus-based
introductory course.
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5. Students form a community, particularly after the paradigms sequence during which they
form close-knit study groups. They have access to a study room with all amenities including tables with white board tops on which they can write, access to the paradigms
classroom and to a computer room. The department has Sigma Pi Sigma and SPS chapters.
6. Students are assigned to a faculty advisor as soon as they declare a physics major. The
Director of Undergraduate Programs oversees advising and is known as the person to
come to for answers to scheduling and other problems. Faculty are accessible to
students, particularly during the paradigms courses when they work intensely with the
students in their courses.
7. All physics majors are required to complete a research project. Most faculty advise an
undergraduate or two on research projects although some of them work with advisors in
other science departments or meet the requirement through participation in REU programs.
8. Revisions introduced into the algebra-based include lectures with an electronic response
system, concept-based laboratories, and the introduction of tutorials in recitation sections.
Indicators of Success:

1. The number of physics graduates has increased and continues to increase. In 1999, 12
majors graduated; in 2000, 15 majors graduated, and in 2001, 22 majors graduated.
2. Since the introduction of the Paradigms and Capstone courses, GRE scores have held
steady, even though more and weaker students take the exam. In addition, students
have formed a much closer community and rate the paradigms courses as the best part
of their undergraduate physics experience.
3. Nearly all faculty members are actively involved in one of the undergraduate projects.
4. The administration recognizes and respects the work of the Department of Physics.
5. Faculty from client disciplines respect the work of the physics department in education
and, even when there are problems, express confidence that the department will fix them.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. Major revisions are supported by a strong faculty consensus, and all faculty take
responsibility for the excellence of the undergraduate program in physics.
2. Department chairs have provided strong leadership in recognizing the importance of the
undergraduate program and building faculty support for revisions.
3. External funding, particularly from the National Science Foundation, has played a key
role in making major curricular revisions possible during a time of contracting state
budgets.
For More Information Contact:
Henri Jansen, Chair, Department of Physics, Oregon State University,
301 Weniger Hall, Corvallis, OR 97331; Phone: 541-737-4631;
Email: chair@physics.orst.edu.
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4. The department recruits physics majors not only by supporting the recruiting activities
of the College of Sciences, by responding to inquiries from prospective students, and
by maintaining collegial relations with local high school teachers and TYC faculty, but
also by actively recruiting talented students in the modern physics course which is
taken by students from several engineering disciplines.
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Appendix VIII

O. CASE STUDY: Reed College
The Setting:

An independent and highly selective private liberal arts college enrolling about 1,400 students.
The college offers 22 department-based majors and 12 interdisciplinary majors. Students must
complete a core curriculum in arts and sciences. All students must pass a qualifying exam in the
junior year, and all must complete and defend a senior thesis.
Reed maintains a casual atmosphere between faculty and students; students and faculty are all
on a first-name basis. Grades are de-emphasized; professors assign grades in each course, but
students do not routinely receive a grade report.
The physics department consists of six tenure-track faculty and one adjunct. Support staff
include a secretary, a machinist, and an electronics technician.
Reed awards an average of 19 physics degrees each year, which represents about 7% of the
total number of baccalaureate degrees awarded by the college and about 30% of the math and
science degrees. About 20% of the physics degrees are awarded to women. Typically 50% of the
graduates enter graduate school in physics or related areas. Very few become high-school
teachers.
What Has Been Done:

1. The college offers a traditional undergraduate curriculum leading to the B.S., but
students can also earn degrees in one of three alternate tracks: a joint chemistry/physics
program, a joint mathematics/physics program, and a 3/2 engineering program (in
which the final two years of engineering work is taken at Columbia or Cal Tech).
About one-third of the degrees are earned in the alternate tracks.
2. Two years of introductory physics are offered. The second-year course, which enrolls
about 30 students (mostly physics majors), is taught in the lecture/laboratory/
conference mode. The laboratory has been modified to emphasize acquiring electronics
skills and learning to solve problems using Mathematica. Individual faculty-student
conferences are used to critique the lab work.
3. A major effort has gone into developing the junior-year laboratory experience. The first
semester emphasizes electronics, and the second semester is based around student
projects using sophisticated apparatus to perform contemporary experiments. The
course makes extensive use of LabVIEW, which permits experiments to be computer
interfaced and controlled. These course revisions were supported by grants from the
NSF and the Murdock Trust.
4. The department has recently received a $500,000 Keck Foundation grant (matched by
the college) to undertake a revision of the instructional laboratory program, which will
include developing inquiry-based labs for the first-year course and upgrades of the
equipment for the second-year course and the advanced lab. The grant will fund a lab
manager to support the course improvements; the college will continue to support that
position when the grant is concluded.
5. The senior thesis is a unifying element that forges bonds among the students as well as
between students and faculty.
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Indicators of Success:

1. Reed ranks among the top small colleges in the United States in number of physics
degrees awarded and exceeds 80% of the Ph.D.-granting institutions. The number of
physics graduates has remained steady or increased while the national total has
declined.
2. Retention of majors is very high.
3. There is a cohesive, supportive, and collegial attitude that pervades the department.
Students are mutually supportive and do not compete with one another for grades
4. The department has received substantial extramural funding for course and curriculum
development.
5. The department is well respected on campus and has the strong support of the college
administration.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The faculty is committed to curricular reform.
2. The department has deliberately chosen to emphasize undergraduate education over
funded research as a measure of faculty accomplishment, and the college administration
has supported that decision (even though other science departments at Reed take a more
traditional view of the faculty reward system).
3. External funding and college matching funds have enabled laboratory course
improvements.
4. The conferences in the second-year course serve to develop the close bond that forms
between faculty and students.
5. Students are invited to serve as undergraduate T.A.s as early as the sophomore year.
This attracts students into the major and builds the cohesive spirit in the department.
6. The senior thesis is a unifying element and a capstone experience for the students.
7. The department maintains an active seminar program that involves undergraduates.
8. The college and the department set high standards and then focus their resources to
assist students in meeting those standards.

For More Information Contact:
John Essick, Chair of the Physics Department, Reed College,
3203 SE Woodstock Blvd., Portland, OR 97202; Phone: 503-771-1112;
Email: jessick@reed.edu.
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P. CASE STUDY: Rutgers University
The Setting:

A public, land-grant, Research 1 institution with about 26,000 undergraduate students. The
university includes several colleges, in particular Rutgers College which awards most of the
undergraduate physics degrees, Douglas College, a woman’s college, and a School of
Engineering.
The Department of Physics and Astronomy consists of 65 faculty members, of whom 20% are
astronomers, four are research professors, and several have joint appointments with various
research centers. There are five full-time instructional support staff members.
Women represent about 20% of majors, Asian 13%, Hispanics 3% and 5% are of mixed race.
20% of majors received a 4 or a 5 on one of the Physics AP tests, and a quarter of majors are
transfer students, often from New Jersey community or county colleges. Twenty to 25% of
students go to graduate school usually in physics or astrophysics, one to two become K–12
teachers, 10% go to professional school, and the remainder enter the workforce, commonly in
technical jobs.
What Has Been Done:

1. Undergraduate advising has been centralized with one capable and caring advisor
working with all 150 undergraduate majors.
– Advice is consistent and professional and students feel that the advisor and hence
the department cares for their success. He maintains an open door policy for
students.
2. The department offers four options for a physics major.
– The Professional Option in Physics or Astrophysics (B.S.) leads to a B.S. and
prepares students for graduate school. The General Option (B.A.) is designed for
students who are interested in physics but do not intend to become professional
physicists. The Dual Degree option allows students to obtain an engineering degree
and a degree in physics.
3 The department offers a variety of introductory courses in physics that respond to the
diverse academic preparation of entering students.
– A three-semester honors sequence targets well-prepared students; a two-semester
course serves students in the General Option and biological science students; and a
four-semester sequence is taken by engineering majors and physics majors not
enrolled in the honors sequence. “Extended” versions of the first two semesters of
the four-semester sequence and the two-semester sequence are offered for one extra
credit per semester and target students who are less well-prepared. The “extended”
courses use cooperative workshops and integrated labs to provide extra time for
students to absorb physics. In addition, there is an experimental algebra-trig course
in place at Douglass College featuring group workshops and an integrated
laboratory.
– The department created a Physics Learning Center which was generalized and
now operates as the Math and Science Learning Center to provide review sessions,
physics videotapes, copies of old exams, and a congenial place for students to meet
and study.
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5. Students are encouraged to participate in research through taking jobs in faculty labs or
through participation in the department’s Honors Program which requires a senior
thesis. Honors students’ work is showcased in a variety of department forums.
6. The active SPS chapter runs a free, informal tutoring service for students in the
introductory courses. Students have the use of a room in the Math and Science
Learning Center for two nights each week.
7. The department has an active T.A. training program including visiting and video-taping
each T.A.
8. The department participates in university recruiting activities such as the Open House
for high school students as well as providing personal tours for interested students and
their parents. In addition, several faculty members are involved in projects that
introduce students and teachers to new developments in particle physics and
astrophysics as well as in demonstration shows for school groups and the general
public.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department currently graduates about 40 students per year which represents a
doubling in the number of majors since 1980.
2. Approximately 0.6% of the undergraduate degrees awarded by Rutgers are in physics,
more than double the national average for physics departments.
3. Students speak warmly of the sense of community in the department and faculty efforts
to involve them in research. They feel the department compares very favorably to other
science departments at Rutgers.
4. Students in “extended” introductory courses obtain exam scores that duplicate those of
students in the regular sequence.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The department appointed an Associate Chair who serves as Undergraduate Program
Director and takes full responsibility for all aspects of the program and serves as
advisor to all undergraduates.
2. The department has aggressively sought and obtained university and NSF funding to
support improvements in instructional facilities and equipment.
3. A generous donation allows the department to offer seven full-tuition scholarships for
majors each year as well as two summer research internships.
For More Information Contact:
Mohan Kalelkar, Undergraduate Program Director, Department
of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University, P.O. Box 849,
Piscataway, NJ 08855-0849; Phone: 732-445-3878;
Email: lelkar@physics.rutgers.edu.
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4. The department has revised introductory laboratories to emphasize more of a discovery
experience and to make effective use of computers. The primary physics lecture hall
has been fitted with a state-of-the-art audio visual system and a personal response
system, a staff member works to develop and prepare demonstrations, and half a dozen
courses use WebAssign.
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Q. CASE STUDY: State University of New York at Geneseo
The Setting:

A highly selective public four-year college with a total student population of about 5,100
students. Geneseo prides itself on being the best liberal arts college in the SUNY system, and in
addition has Schools of Business, Education and Performing Arts as well as several masters
programs. The college is increasingly emphasizing research, publication, and creative
accomplishments.
The Department of Physics and Astronomy has eight tenure-track faculty members, of whom
one is on research leave and has been replaced by a visiting assistant professor and a second
serves as Associate Provost. Six of the tenure-track faculty members have been hired since 1993.
Staff consist of a senior instructional support specialist and a full-time secretary. The department
employs junior and senior physics majors as undergraduate lab instructors who work with faculty
in the labs.
The department offers a B.A. degree in physics, a B.S. degree in applied physics and
participates in a 3/2 engineering program. About 17% of physics graduates pursue Ph.D.
programs in physics; 28% enter Ph.D. or masters programs in engineering; 13% pursue graduate
or professional degrees in other areas; 14% enter the workforce; 11% complete 3/2 engineering
programs, and 6% enter public school teaching.
What Has Been Done:

1. Following a tradition built at its founding in the 1960s, the department emphasizes
close student-faculty interactions.
– Faculty maintain an open-door policy for students. The department promotes an
active physics club and an annual bridge-building contest to build departmental
community. Faculty hiring efforts are aimed at bringing in faculty who will
maintain that tradition.
– Undergraduate majors get keys to the building and a computer area, and they use
instructional labs in the late afternoon and evening. Faculty offices are close to the
student areas, and students find they can talk to faculty about anything, including
courses faculty are not currently teaching.
– The department keeps photographs of all majors and faculty members on bulletin
boards near the department office. They maintain a map showing the location of
previous graduates. The department uses its weekly colloquium for a mix of
research talks, talks about careers and student activities such as the bridge building
contest or Physics Bowl.
2. Students who enter Geneseo with an expressed interest in physics are encouraged to
enroll in a one-credit First-Year Physics Experience course that allows students to meet
one another, upper classmen and the physics faculty.
3. The department recruits students when they are first admitted to Geneseo. They contact
all students who express an interest in physics and astronomy as well as those whose
academic preparation suggests they can succeed in physics. They actively recruit
physics majors in the introductory course. About 40 students a year express interest in
the 3/2 engineering program, and many of them convert to physics majors.
4. The B.A. in physics has minimum requirements allowing flexibility. Most students
take more physics than the minimum requirement, and the B.S. in applied physics
requires more courses including electronics and computer science.
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6. The department works to extend the feeling of community to students in service
courses.
– Faculty take pictures of all students during the first week of classes and learn all
names within a week or so.
Indicators of Success:

1. In the last nine years, the department has graduated an average of 17 physics majors per
year of whom 22% were women and 4%, minorities. There are currently 76 declared
majors in all four years.
2. From their freshman years on, students express a strong sense of belonging to the
physics department. They use the word “family” to describe their experience. They are
aware of anecdotes about past students and events.
3. The department has the reputation of being a challenging but friendly department that
provides a high quality academic program.
4. The administration holds the department in high regard because of their devotion to
teaching and time spent involving students in research.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The physics department has a strong and clear sense of its mission that is shared by all
faculty members within the department.
2. Communication among faculty members has high priority. Physics faculty members
have lunch every week which allows the faculty members to communicate informally.
In addition, they have a formal faculty meeting once a week. Generally important
decisions require much discussion and are resolved by consensus.
3. The department has had strong leadership from chairs who have been able to form a
consensus on the mission and direction of the department.
4. The entire department has worked to recruit faculty members who will support the
department’s mission and to keep them. The chair chats with them informally but
regularly as they become part of the physics “family.”
5. The college also works to integrate junior faculty into the larger community through
putting them on committees in their second years and through a Teaching/Learning Center.
6. The administration provides strong institutional support for the mission of the
department which fits well into the overall mission of Geneseo.
For More Information Contact:
Kurt Fletcher, Chair, Department of Physics and Astronomy, SUNY
Geneseo, 1 College Circle, Geneseo, NY 14454; Phone 716-245-5281;
Email: fletcher@geneseo.edu.
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5. Well over half the physics majors have a summer research experience either at Geneseo
or in an off-campus research program.
– Six of the current faculty members have externally funded research projects.
The department uses its two MeV Van de Graff accelerator to calibrate
detectors for laser fusion efforts at the University of Rochester and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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R. CASE STUDY: University of Virginia
The Setting:

Moderate-size state-supported research university with 12,500 undergraduates and 6,000 graduate
and professional students. The Physics Department has active research in the major fields of
physics, particularly at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Laboratory, and $5 million in
external funding each year.
The department has 34 tenure-line faculty members, five research faculty, a general faculty
members who is Director of Laboratories, a visiting professor, a lecturer and 26 research
associates and scientists. There are 25 supporting staff and 72 graduate students.
On average, 32 physics majors graduate each year. Twenty-five percent were women and 30%
were double majors. Twenty-five percent went to graduate school in physics and another 25%
continued their studies in another field or in professional school. Two-thousand majors and nonmajors enroll in 25 undergraduate courses each semester.
What Has Been Done:

1. In 1995, a new and more flexible B.A. degree designed for students who do not plan to
attend graduate school went into effect with reduced requirements in math and upper
division physics.
– Two new courses, “Widely Applied Physics,” treat principles of physics from the
perspective of modern applications and form a key component of the new degree.
2. In the period 1991 to 1993, the department instituted two new courses designed for
liberal arts students. The two-semester “How Things Work” and the one-semester
“Galileo and Einstein” courses have attracted large numbers of students to the
department helping increase the numbers of student credit hours generated each
semester. These courses, as well as all of the introductory courses for majors and nonmajors, make extensive use of lecture demonstrations provided by a well-equipped
Lecture Demonstration Facility, whose staff of two full-time and a part-time member
provide more than 2,000 individual experimental demos each semester.
3. The introductory and upper-level laboratory courses for physics majors have been
revitalized and upgraded using nearly $200,000 in internal and external funding.
Computers are used for data acquisition and analysis at all levels, and techniques
learned in the introductory laboratory are coordinated with practices in the upper-level
laboratory courses. The labs incorporate new experiments in modern physics. Most
undergraduate physics majors work on research in faculty labs where they are able to
make use of techniques learned in the new laboratory courses and to carry out
independent study projects.
4. When the number of credit hours required for engineers was reduced from 12 to eight,
a joint committee of engineering and physics faculty worked to design new studio-style
workshops to replace conventional laboratories and recitation sections.
– The new workshops are carried out in a physics lab with 24 students per section,
working in cooperative groups of three on labs and problem solving. The
workshops incorporate the methods of Real Time Physics and use WebAssign.
Lectures in the course use interactive lecture demonstrations and WebAssign for
problem assignments. A popular resource for this course is a room staffed by a
teaching assistant during afternoons and early evenings where individuals and
groups of students come to ask questions and receive tutorial assistance.
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6. The process of revitalizing the department is continuing. Current projects include three
new courses in computational physics and three new courses in optics to support new
optional concentrations in computational physics and optics.
Indicators of Success:

1. Since 1995, the department has graduated an average of 32 physics majors per year.
Before 1995, they averaged 20 majors per year.
2. The B.A. has attracted new majors to the department without producing a significant
decline in the number of majors in the traditional and rigorous B.S. program.
3. The two new liberal arts courses attract around 900 students each year. “How Things
Work” has generated a textbook and national attention and imitation.
4. About two-thirds of faculty are actively involved in undergraduate teaching at the present time.
5. Morale among physics majors is very good, and majors are pleased with their
opportunities for informal interaction with the faculty.
6. The Physics Department is viewed very positively by most of the students taking
courses in the department, and approximately a third of all University of Virginia
students take at least one course in physics before graduating.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The department as a whole is very involved with undergraduate education and feels that
undergraduate education is an important part of its members’ professional
responsibilities. Ideas for change come from the faculty and are channeled through an
active undergraduate committee.
2. The college administration encourages changes that increase the numbers of majors
and the enrollments in service courses. Administrators have both put pressure on the
department to change and supported efforts to do so.
3. The Department of Physics has an excellent working relationship with the College of
Engineering allowing the formation of joint committees when problems arise in the
service courses. The department also maintains good relations with the Department of
Astronomy. About five majors per year graduate with a B.A. in Astronomy/Physics.
4. The environment in the department is dynamic and open to change.
5. The department is acutely aware of its role in educating future K–12 teachers and
providing inservice activities.
6. The department has succeeded in attracting nearly half a million dollars from internal
and external sources to support revision of its courses.
For More Information Contact:
Bascom Deaver, Associate Chair, Department of Physics, University of
Virginia, 382 McCormick Road, Charlottesville, VA 22904; Phone:
804-924-6575; Email: bsd@virginia.edu.
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5. The department created a Master of Arts in Physics Education program designed for
high school and middle school teachers who do not have an undergraduate degree in
physics. The Physics Department offers 14 courses for the professional development of
K–12 teachers to improve their competency in physics and to assist them in obtaining
endorsement or recertification. The department offers a course based on Powerful
Ideas for Physical Science for pre-service elementary and middle school teachers.
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S. CASE STUDY: Whitman College
The Setting:

A private liberal arts college with an undergraduate enrollment of 1,300 students located in the
southeast corner of Washington State. An excellent regional college with a faculty strongly
committed to teaching and strongly coupled to their students.
The Physics Department has four tenure-line faculty members, one of whom currently teaches
half time in the general studies program. The department is authorized to hire a biophysicist but
has been unable to fill the slot so that the position is currently filled by a visitor with another
specialty. Three of the four tenure-line faculty have been hired since 1990.
The number of majors (10 graduates per year) has remained nearly constant despite the turnover in faculty. About one-third of the students are women. Fifty to sixty percent of graduates
attend graduate school and 10–20% enter high school teaching.
What Has Been Done:

1. The faculty cares deeply about students, and the students know and appreciate this
concern. Doors are open, and faculty always make time for students with questions
about any aspect of physics. Small sections in the introductory physics sequence allow
physics majors to become well acquainted with faculty members as freshmen.
2. The department has established 3/2 programs with engineering schools at Washington
University at St. Louis, Columbia University, and Cal Tech under which students obtain
a B.A. from Whitman and a B.S. from the engineering program. These programs
attract majors to Whitman, and many of them elect to remain at Whitman for four years
and graduate as physics majors.
3. The department participates in a program of combined majors which allows the physics
department to benefit from some of the unique strengths of Whitman including
departments of astronomy and geology.
– The Physics Department has decided that the flexibility inherent in the combined
majors compensates for less depth in physics. The departments from which a
combined major graduates each receive half credit for the major. Majors at Whitman
are sized so that they require about one-third of the credit hours needed to graduate.
General studies courses require another third, and the remaining third provides
students options to tailor their academic programs to their individual interests.
4. A grant from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute has enabled revision of the
introductory physics sequence and provided support for a tenure-line faculty member in
biophysics.
– The introductory sequence consists of two semester-long courses, taught in classes
no larger than 25 students with integrated laboratories. The courses stress depth and
conceptual understanding rather than encyclopedic coverage. There are usually four
sections of each of the introductory courses and they are taken by chemistry, physics,
geology and biochemistry majors. However, scheduling sections geared to special
student interests has proven difficult.
– The introductory labs stress measurement and analysis, and the sophomore labs can
allow students to design experiments or extend existing ones in order to equip them
with skills needed for research.
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5. The department has created a one-credit course which meets at lunchtime to hear
outside speakers talk about what scientists and engineers actually do. Lunch is
provided for students who are not on the meal plan.
6. Faculty are now expected to be active in research, and student participation in that
research is encouraged. On average, six students per year spend the summer working
in faculty research labs.
Indicators of Success:

1. The Physics Department graduates 10 majors per year, a number in which combined
majors like Physics-Mathematics and Physics-Astronomy are counted as 0.5.
2. Several Whitman physics graduates have gone on to extremely distinguished careers in
physics.
3. Physics majors appreciate the attention they receive from faculty members and love the
introductory course sequence.
4. Students taking the MCAT and who have gone through the introductory physics
sequence average at the 80th percentile on the part of the exam that includes both
physics and chemistry.
5. Faculty are successful in involving students in scholarly projects and training them for
careers in graduate school as well as to directly enter the workplace.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The new, younger faculty recently hired have brought enthusiasm and energy to the
department’s programs in teaching and research.
2. The college provides a program of merit scholarships that help to attract talented
students to the physics department among others. Over the last decade, the college has
attracted increasingly talented and well-prepared students.
3. Whitman offers a full year of sabbatical leave after four years of full-time teaching.
4. Collaboration with the biology department has provided leadership in seeking the funds
that have allowed the reform of the introductory course sequence.

For More Information Contact:
Mark Beck, Chair, Department of Physics, Whitman College,
Walla Walla, WA 99362; Phone: 509-527-5260;
Email: beckmk@whitman.edu.
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T. CASE STUDY: The University of Wisconsin–La Crosse
The Setting:

Comprehensive, state-supported university with a total enrollment of 9,200 students of whom
8,500 are undergraduates. Capped admission has made academic preparation of students, largely
from Wisconsin and Minnesota, second highest among institutions in the University of Wisconsin
system. La Crosse is the center of a metropolitan area of 100,000 on the border of Wisconsin and
Minnesota located 140 miles from Madison and 160 miles from Minneapolis.
The Department of Physics has seven tenure-line faculty, including an astronomer who is
planetarium director, and two part-time faculty, a three-fourths-time departmental secretary, and a
full-time electronics technician.
The department graduates about 15 majors per year. About half graduate from La Crosse after
the first year in engineering school on a 3/2 program. The majority of the others go to graduate
school (most frequently in optics because of the department’s research interests) and the others
enter the workplace.
What Has Been Done:

1. The undergraduate physics curriculum has been completely overhauled.
– The department has 3/2 programs with the University of Wisconsin campuses at
Madison, Milwaukee, and Platteville and with the University of Minnesota.
Admission for students completing the required three-year curriculum at La Crosse
with a high enough grade point average is automatic.
– The upper-division curriculum introduces specialization early so students
graduate in physics or in physics with emphasis in optics, computational physics,
astronomy, biomedicine, or business.
– Students enter the major from the algebra-based introductory sequence as well as
the calculus-based sequence. Their math skills even out by junior year, and the
system allows all potential majors to immediately begin course work in physics
and opens a much larger pool of introductory physics students to the department’s
recruiting efforts.
– All laboratories have been reworked and equipped with computers and other
modern equipment. Equipment from the sophomore level up is very modern and
has the feel of a research lab.
2. All majors are required to participate in research or some appropriate capstone
experience such as student teaching and receive course credit for doing so. The college
supports this undergraduate research initiative with student research grants, travel
grants for students and summer fellowships.
– Faculty actively recruit students to research projects beginning with their arrival
on campus. Many students publish and make presentations at national and regional
meetings.
– Course loads are figured on the basis of contact hours so faculty receive load
credit for working with undergraduate research. They are the only department in
the university to do this.
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– This course, attended by 50 plus students and all faculty, is used as a primary
means to build community in the department. The department provides information
on research opportunities in and out of the department and brings in speakers from
industry and the area to talk about using physics as a basis for a variety of careers.
4. The Physics Department aggressively recruits students and works to retain them once
they arrive in the department.
– They target likely physics majors for personal letters, award freshman
scholarships, hold open houses for prospective majors and their parents, and
present a very popular laser light show for middle school students. The department
considers advising a critical element of students’ success and works hard to provide
each student with contact with a faculty advisor from the beginning. Students cite
faculty mentoring and friendship as the best thing about their experience in the
department.
5. The department runs summer workshops for in-service teachers and has created a
physical science course for pre-service elementary teachers using inquiry-based
instruction with no lectures. The pre-service course is so successful that other colleges
would like to see it offered for their students even though the department does not have
the personnel to do so.
6. The department pays attention to publicizing its programs within the university and the
local community.
– The chair has good working relationships with the local press who provide him
with coverage for the department’s activities. The department hosts an annual
Distinguished Lecture Series in Physics which brings Nobel laureates to campus
for the usual lectures in addition to a major banquet for local community and
industrial leaders.
7. The faculty, particularly the chair, work to build community within the department.
– Faculty members’ assignments reflect their unique strengths. Junior faculty are
mentored by senior faculty towards success in achieving tenure. Hires have been
made carefully to strengthen the department and increase its morale.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department graduates 15 majors per year and this number continues to grow. In
1990, the department graduated about one major every other year.
2. The department’s efforts are respected and supported by all levels of administration.
3. Two faculty members have won teaching awards in the last few years.
4. Faculty and students are actively publishing and presenting papers at meetings. Many
faculty papers have student co-authors.
5. Students leave the program positioned for success in graduate programs and in
engineering schools.
6. The department works as a team with a shared sense of mission and a real respect for
one another’s contributions to the work of the department.
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3. All freshmen and sophomore physics majors are very strongly encouraged to enroll in a
one-credit hour seminar course.

Appendix VIII

Keys to Making the Changes:

1. The Physics Department has enjoyed sustained administrative support. Revitalization
of the department began when the dean brought in an outside chair and another
experienced faculty member. The administration invested resources to attract good
people and to provide them with the tools they need to make effective changes.
2. The department chair provides very skillful personal leadership to the department. He
leads by example, works to build consensus within the department, and enjoys great
respect from university and college administrators.
3. The department works hard to build a common sense of mission and to use limited
resources and people in the most effect way possible.
4. Curricular revisions have been carefully designed to meet the needs of students and are
revised in response to student feedback. The department chair assigns the very best
teachers to the introductory courses.
5. The department’s increased emphasis on research has not diminished its focus on
excellent teaching. All faculty consistently demonstrate a genuine concern for students
that is recognized by the students.
6. While working hard, the department maintains a humane atmosphere where families
are considered important.
7. The efforts by the department to publicize its programs have paid off in efforts to
attract resources and students.

For More Information Contact:
Gubbi Sudhakaran, Chair, Physics Department, University of
Wisconsin–La Crosse, La Crosse, WI 54601; Phone: 608-785-8431;
Email: sudhakar.gubb@uwlax.edu.
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U. CASE STUDY: Lawrence University
The Setting:

A small nondenominational, liberal arts university with about 1,300 students, a quarter of whom
are enrolled in the Conservatory of Music but may double major in other disciplines. The
department has four tenure-line faculty members, a visiting assistant professor, a part-time
electronics technician, and a part-time machinist.
The department graduates an average of 10 physics majors each year on a single degree
program although some of them also obtain a bachelor’s degree in music. Approximately 50% of
the graduates pursue graduate study in physics.
What Has Been Done:

1. The department offers a fairly traditional, extremely rigorous physics major and is
proud of its high standards. Faculty expect students to work very hard and treat them as
junior colleagues. Faculty maintain an open-door policy for helping students and
clearly view undergraduate education as their core mission.
2. The department has developed signature programs in laser and computational physics,
and is developing signature programs in surface physics and nonneutral plasmas.
– A signature program is first a teaching program but has especially well-equipped
laboratories and ties to faculty research so that it generates specialty courses,
promotes student/faculty interactions, increases departmental pride, and supports
student projects. They also help to recruit students.
3. The department works hard to attract to Lawrence talented high school students who
are already inclined to major in physics.
– The department holds an annual weekend workshop for high school seniors with
strong interest in physics. The faculty select 26–30 participants from 50 or so
applicants to attend a spring workshop with all expenses, including air fare, paid by
Lawrence. Each participant is hosted by a Lawrence physics major and spends a
day in the signature program laboratories. Approximately 30% of the attendees
matriculate.
4. The department involves students in departmental affairs as contributors to curricular
discussions, as participants in interviewing candidates for positions and entertaining
visitors, and as laboratory assistants and help session leaders for introductory courses.
– The department holds twice-weekly teas, an annual picnic and an annual
weekend retreat. Students have 24/7 access to a student common room, labs for
student research and the Computational Laboratory.
– There is a chapter of the SPS, a Sir Isaac Newton Society, and a Women of
Physics club.
5. The faculty strongly encourage student involvement in research by recommending a
capstone experience for their majors and encouraging them to spend a summer either at
Lawrence working with a faculty member or in a REU program elsewhere.
6. The department has developed several courses to introduce nonmajors to physics,
some of which have laboratory components and some of which are oversubscribed.
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7. The department currently offers an optional course in Computational Tools in Physics,
but students generally lack time to participate in this course. The department is
currently changing the second-year mechanics course to include computational
methods. In addition, it is developing a signature program in surface physics and
enhancing the programs in laser physics and computational physics with a $400,000
grant from the Keck Foundation and an additional $157,000 in matching funds from
Lawrence University.
Indicators of Success:

1. The department graduates an average of 10 physics majors per year.
2. Since 1987, the department has received almost $2.5 million in external funding from
Research Corporation, NSF, the Sloan Foundation, the Keck Foundation, and others.
3. Morale among students is very high, and students frequently expressed satisfaction with
their relationships with faculty and fellow students as well as the preparation they were
receiving for future graduate study or careers in physics.
4. Since 1991, GRE scores of graduates have risen appreciably, and many graduates
receive awards such as NSF graduate fellowships, Clare Boothe Luce scholarships, a
Rhodes scholarship, and a Hertz scholarship.
5. The department retains almost every major attracted into its program.
6. The sense of community that the physics department creates and the excellence of its
program are well respected by other science faculty and the administration at Lawrence.
Keys to Making the Changes:

1. In the mid 1980s, two faculty members became dissatisfied with the department’s
record in graduating an average of five majors per year. These individuals played
leading roles in revitalizing the physics program at Lawrence.
2. The president of Lawrence University has strongly supported changes in the physics
program. The university has provided nearly one million dollars in matching funds to
support the department’s development and search for external funds.
3. The Research Corporation has provided the department with two external faculty
consultants as well as advice from leaders of the Research Corporation to assist the
president of the university and the department in making changes.
4. Students are expected to work hard in physics, but their interests are protected as
members of the physics family. For example, faculty offices are smaller than offices in
the other sciences so that there is room for a student study room/lounge in the corridor
with the faculty offices.
5. Faculty view undergraduate education as their core mission and emphasize the view
that an undergraduate physics program is much more than curriculum.
For More Information Contact:
David M. Cook, Department of Physics, Lawrence University,
Box 599, Appleton, Wl 54912; Phone: 920-832-6721;
E-mail: david.m.cook@lawrence.edu.
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